Synchronous parallel links are widely used in modern VLSI designs for on-chip inter-module communication. Long range parallel links occupy large area and incur high capacitive load, high leakage power and cross-coupling noise. The problems exacerbate for applications having low utilization of the links or suffer from congestion of the interconnect. While standard synchronous serial links are unattractive due to limited bit-rate, novel high performance serial links may change the balance. In this paper we show that novel serial links provide better performance than parallel links for long range communications, beyond several millimeters. We analyze the technology dependence of link performance. An example for 65 nm technology is presented, and compare wave-pipelined and register-pipelined parallel links to a high performance serial link in terms of bit-rate, power, area and latency.
INTRODUCTION
Transistor size scaling drastically improves on-chip clock rates, practically doubling the performance every five years [1] . While local interconnect follows transistor scaling, global lines do not, challenging long range on-chip data communications in terms of latency, throughput and power [1] . In addition, as Systems-onChip (SoC) integrate an ever growing number of modules, on-chip inter-modular communications become congested and the modules must turn to serial interfaces, similar to the trend from parallel to serial inter-chip interconnects. Long-range bit-parallel data links provide high data rates at the cost of large chip area, routing difficulty, noise and power. In addition, such links are often utilized only a small portion of the time, but dissipate leakage power at all times. Leakage is incurred at the line drivers and at the repeaters, which are often necessary for long interconnects [2] [3] . Parallel link performance is bounded by available clock rate and by clock skew, delay uncertainty due to process variations, cross-talk noise, and layout geometries. Bit-serial communications offer an alternative to bit-parallel interconnects, mitigating the issues of area, routability, and leakage power, since there are fewer wires, fewer line drivers, and fewer repeaters. However, to provide the same throughput as an N-bit parallel interconnect, the serial link must operate N times faster. Simple synchronous serial links that employ the system clock are incapable of providing the required throughput. Recently proposed novel wide-bandwidth serial link circuits [4] - [14] , which operate faster than the system clock, may deliver the required bandwidth. Synchronous serial links are typically employed for off-chip communications, where pin-out limitations call for a minimal number of wires per link. Source-synchronous protocols are often used for these applications [15] - [20] . A common timing mechanism for serial interconnects injects a clock into the data stream at the transmitting side and recovers the clock at the receiver. Such clock-data recovery (CDR) circuits often require a power-hungry PLL, which may also take a long while to converge on the proper clock frequency and phase at the beginning of each transmission. If the receiver and transmitter operate in different clock domains, the transaction must also be synchronized at both ends, incurring additional delay and power. Alternatively, an asynchronous data link employs handshake instead of clocks. Traditional asynchronous protocols are relatively slow due to the need to acknowledge transitions [14] [21] . In [22] asynchronous protocols share data lines, but their performance depends on wire delays. High-speed serial schemes, having data cycle of a few gate delays (down to single gate-delay cycle), have been recently proposed [4] - [14] . These fast schemes exploit wave-pipelining, low-swing differential signaling, fast clock generators and asynchronous protocols. In addition, these schemes require channel optimization to support wide-bandwidth data transmission over the link wires. A wave-front train serialization scheme was presented in [11] . The serializer is based on a chain of MUXes (similar to [23] ). The link is single-ended and employs wave-pipelining. The link data cycle is approximately 7⋅d 4 (3Gbps@180nm), where d 4 is an inverter FO4 delay. Wave-pipelined multiplexed (WPM) routing technique was presented in [12] [13] . WPM routing employs source synchronous communication and its performance is limited by the clock skew and delay variations. Employing low-voltage differential pairs for on-chip serial interconnect was discussed in [9] [10], where data was sampled at the receiver without any attention to synchronization issues. A three level voltage swing was presented in [24] , requiring non-standard amplifiers. Circuits that had originally been designed for off-chip communications [15] [20] were adopted for on-chip serial link in [8] . An output-multiplexed transmitter is connected to a multiplexed receiver, requiring clock calibration at the receiver side. Both transmitter and receiver use multi-phase DLL circuits. The link employs low-swing differential signaling and transfers eight-bit words. The output-multiplexed architecture delivers better performance than input-multiplexing (down to 2⋅d 4 data cycle), but at the expense of much higher output capacitance (that grows linearly with the word-width). A fabricated chip demonstrated an operational 3mm link. In this paper we consider a different novel architecture [4] [5] achieving a data cycle of a single gate delay (d 4 ) and throughput that is independent of the word width. This novel link is studied in comparison with parallel links that provide the same throughput (a preliminary comparison was presented in [25] ). Such comparative analysis is of great importance for predicting system-level interconnect performance and is the main subject of this paper. We analyze the various costs of serial versus parallel links. Keeping bandwidth the same, we compare area, power and latency. We show that long range serial links outperform parallel links. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we define the parallel and serial links under study. Section 3 provides analytical models for bit-rate, area, power and latency, and comparison results are presented in Section 4.
HIGH BIT-RATE PARALLEL AND SERIAL COMMUNICATION
In this section we define the parallel and serial links under study and explain why these specific architectures were selected. A Parallel Link comprises at least N wires that can carry N bit simultaneously. Either no data or N bits traverse the link together and pass through any given cross section of the link at the same time. The data rate is F PAR ⋅N, where F PAR is the rate at which the words are presented at the input of the link. A Serial Link is one or more wires that are able to carry single-bit words. The bit is presented to the link at the transmitter side and is sampled subsequently at the receiver side. Either no data or a single bit traverses the link at any given cross section of the link. The bandwidth of the serial link is F SER , where F SER is the rate at which one-bit words are presented at the input of the link. The serial link is a special case of the parallel link for N=1. In this study 8 ≤ N ≤ 128. Different implementations of parallel and serial links exist. Some are used more than others in actual chips. In this paper we study only a few representative architectures, as defined below.
Parallel Links
We consider two types of parallel links, register-pipelined and wave-pipelined. The widely used "register-pipelined" parallel link is fully synchronous where the interconnect is considered as combinational logic between two registers. When the interconnect delay exceeds the clock cycle, the link is pipelined to yield the required bit-rate ( Figure 1 ). The single clock is either generated globally or sent with the data from the transmitter (source synchronous communication). Interconnect delay is usually optimized by means of buffering (repeaters). A primary drawback of the register-pipelined parallel link is the high cost of pipelining that is incurred when a high bit-rate is desired over a long range. Wave-pipelining [26] - [29] exploits buffers and wire delays instead of flip-flops. In a sourcesynchronous wave-pipelined parallel link (Figure 2 ), the bit rate is limited by the relative skew of the link wires rather than by the clock cycle. Multiple N-bit words can transverse the link simultaneously. The data is presented to the bus on each rising edge of CLKT and is sampled by a receiver register on each falling edge of CLKR. Wave-pipelining may improve the bit-rate relative to register-pipelined links [27] . Several enhancements and variations may be applied to the basic architectures of Figure 1 and Figure 2 to mitigate crosstalk and reduce power. Examples include shielding, interleaved bidirectional lines, asynchronous signaling, data encoding, staggered repeaters, special worst-case transition patterns handling [30] and power-saving techniques [2] . While most variations result in minor performance differences, shielding may significantly affects performance. We consider the two extremes of shielding (in terms of achieved bit rates and required area): unshielded and fully-shielded wires ( Figure 3 ). 
A High Performance Serial Link
Standard on-chip serial links are unattractive due to their inferior bit-rates relative to the parallel link. With the same clock as the parallel link, the bit-rate of a standard synchronous serial link is limited to N times lower than the parallel link.
Figure 4: Serial communication scheme
A novel high bit-rate asynchronous serial link was presented in [4] - [7] . The link ( Figure 4 ) employs low-latency synchronizers at the source and sink [31] , two-phase NRZ Level Encoded Dual Rail (LEDR) data/strobe (DS) encoding and an asynchronous handshake protocol (allowing non-uniform delay intervals between successive bits) [32] - [34] , serializer and de-serializer and line drivers and receivers. Acknowledgment is returned only once per word, rather than bit by bit, enabling multiple bits in a wave-pipelined manner over the serial channel. The wires (D and S) employ (fully shielded) wave-guides, enabling multiple traveling signals. On a well-designed wave-guide long wires may carry a number of successive bits simultaneously. The minimal data cycle of the serial link is bounded by one d 4 gate delay [4] [5] due to the digital logic forming the serializer and de-serializer circuits, which consist of fast shift-registers that can deliver and consume one bit every d 4 [4] . The N-bit shift-register consists of N-1 Transition-Latch (XL) stages [5] . 
ANALYTICAL MODELS
This section presents an analytical study of the performance and cost functions of the parallel and serial links.
Bit-Rates

1) Parallel Link Bit-Rate
The following factors bound the bit-rate B of the synchronous parallel link: (a) Fastest available clock. The shortest clock cycle that can be generated using a ring oscillator is typically bounded by 8⋅d 4 [20] , resulting in 8 GHz for 65nm technology [4] . However, most SoC modules operate at slower clock rates, e.g. 11⋅d 4 for modern fast processors [35] and 100-400⋅d 4 for standard SoC/ASIC (IC based on standard cells and designed using standard EDA tools) [36] . ii. Repeater delay variations. Uncertainty grows monotonically with the number of repeaters [29] . iii. Wire delay variations, mostly due to variations in metal thickness that affect resistance [39] [40]. iv. Via variations [39] . v. Cross-Coupling. Unknown bit-patterns sent through the parallel link may result in cross-talk noise that affects the delay of the victim lines in an unpredictable way. Links should be optimized for worst-case switching patterns that cause worst cross-coupling noise. Cross-coupling is usually mitigated by means of shielding and spacing [3] [30]. vi. Geometry. Wide busses may encounter routing limitations, resulting in different geometries for different link lines (even in the same metal layer). This, of course, changes the worstcase link delay. In a multi-layer link structure the link delay is bounded by its slowest (lowest) metal layer (this paper analyzes only single layer interconnects). Seeking to achieve maximal bit-rate, we first analyze the delay uncertainty of the wave-pipelined parallel link and then extend the results to register-pipelined links. The following two worst cases bound the minimal clock cycle of the link:
(a) Latest data clocking: The latest signal should arrive early enough to be clocked by the sampling register at the receiver (namely the signal should arrive before CLKR in Figure 2) . (b) Earliest data clocking: The first arrival of the next signal should not interfere with sampling of the previous word. We adopt the notation of [27] and draw the delay uncertainty for source-synchronous communication in Figure 5 . The clock cycle is restricted as follows: There are two types of in-die variations: random variations of closely placed devices and "systematic" variations, which typically depend on location on the die [41] [42] . When a single line is considered, its delay may vary significantly (up to a factor of four) relative to the nominal delay, due to systematic variations in repeaters that are placed far from one another, and due to interconnect variations [39] . But when multiple lines are involved, such as in a parallel link, the effect of their relative skew (δ MAX -δ MIN ) on T CLK should also be analyzed. The effect of repeater transistor variation on that skew is low, thanks to the correlation between δ MAX and δ MIN , as follows. Repeaters that belong to the same stage (see Figure 2 ) are highly correlated in terms of systematic variations since they are placed close together. In addition, since repeaters are typically large [43] , their random variations are averaged out. The length of the link also affects the skew: many repeaters result in smaller relative skew, because systematic inter-stage variations are averaged along the link. To conclude, even though the delay uncertainty of a single wire can be very high, the relative skew among the lines of a parallel link due to process variations is small and can be neglected. The worst case delay of a single-wire with repeaters can be expressed as follows: [43] and [46] . Note that this approximation of d INT leads to an optimistic estimate of the total delay of the parallel link, and consequently to an optimistic estimate of the performance of the parallel link. When cross-coupling is also taken into account the wire delay is multiplied by η as follows:
The worst case skew Φ between two lines in the parallel link happens when one line is victimized by the worst possible aggression, while the other one experiences no aggression at all.
Since the relative skew due to process variation can be neglected,
Values of η differences, based on PTM interconnect models [46] and on [30] , are listed in Table 1 . Actual shielding as in Figure 3 yield factors somewhat larger than zero, but we use zero for fully shielded links for the sake of simplicity. Combining Eq. (1) and (4) we get:
The parallel link clock frequency is demonstrated for 65nm technology in Figure 6 as a function of length. This is based on the following assumptions: Δ CLK is 10% of the clock cycle,
T SU +T H =50 ps (about 3d 4 ), and 3
WC INT v = [39] . The minimal clock cycle is 8⋅d 4 , as discussed above. Note that for the fully-shielded link and for very short distances of the unshielded link, the rate is bounded by clock cycle rather than by delay uncertainty. Since in typical SoC the clock cycle is substantially longer than 8⋅d 4 , the maximal link rate is smaller. This is expressed as follows:
In the register-pipelined parallel link the clock rate is equal to the system clock rate, and delay uncertainty affects the distance between successive pipeline stages.
2) Serial Link Bit-Rate
Serial links differ from parallel links in two ways: the serial link consists of only two wires (Figure 4) , and the coupling factor over the serial link is always known [4] . The skew due to in-die variations over a serial link is much smaller than for even the narrowest of parallel links (eight-bit parallel) and therefore the skew is neglected. In addition, thanks to the fact that in the serial link only one of the two lines changes per every new bit, the skew is not affected by cross-coupling, and as a result the link delay is the same for all symbols. The minimal data cycle of the link is d 4 (a new bit is sent every gate delay), resulting in maximal bit-rate:
E.g., for 65nm, B SER =67Gbps. 
3) Interconnect Characteristics
Note that the parallel and serial lines operate at very different rates. While the parallel link operates at the "RC" region, the serial link operates at the "RLC" region [47] . Repeater insertion is treated differently for these two domains [48] . Moreover, the cost and latency of the serial link can be further improved when interconnects without repeaters are considered [8] . These considerations are applied in the following.
Area
1) Wave-Pipelined Parallel Link Area
In general, the total area requirement consists of silicon (drivers and repeaters) and interconnect (wires, shields and spacing):
In Section 4 we consider the active silicon and the interconnect separately, since they differ significantly in area, scaling and leakage issues. The detailed computation of the areas appears in [49] , while Eq. (9) and (10) show the final results.
( 1)
( 1) ( 1) ( 1)
where: N+1 N data bits and one clock line, A INV minimal inverter size, δ driver sizing factor relative to A INV , the drivers assume cascaded buffers as in Figure 1 , 
2) Register-pipelined Parallel Link Area
The register-pipelined parallel link contains pipeline stages as well as repeaters in between them. The number of stages M FF depends on the clock cycle, on the link length and on the delay uncertainty of the link. Note that the pipeline stages act as repeaters, in addition to re-synchronizing the signal. M FF is computed as follows:
where V P is the propagation velocity of the voltage front, L is the link length and T is computed according to Eq. (6). We assume that the flip-flop is larger than the repeater by a factor θ and obtain the following equation for register-pipelined parallel link active area [49] :
The interconnect area is similar to that of the wave-pipelined parallel link (Eq. (10)).
3) Serial Link Area
In addition to the components of Eq. (8), the area of the serial link contains also the SERDES (shields are neglected for serial links):
The number and size of the repeaters on the serial link are smaller than for parallel links by factors λ, γ thanks to RLC characteristics of the serial link [48] :
The trade-off between latency and power can be optimized further [52] , but this is not considered here. Given transistor count and ratios for XL stages (transition latches) of the N-bit shift-register [5] , the SERDES area is κ·Ν:·A INV , where according to [5] , κ=240. The serial link also contains a LEDR encoder of negligible area [4] . Noting that the link consists of 2 wires, we get (χ is driver sizing factor relative to A INV ) [49] :
4) Area Ratio Expressions
Given the area expressions for each case, we can derive the parallel-to-serial area ratios. We look for the link length L AREA above which the serial link takes less area than the parallel link. For example, the area ratio of the active portions of the serial and wave-pipelined links (Eq. (9) and (16)), which is also indicative of leakage power, is (driver's components δ and χ can be neglected relative to the repeaters) [49] :
Eq. (18) Figure 7a beyond 65nm is speculative), while the repeater relative size PAR REP h stays almost the same. Therefore, as technology advances, the serial approach becomes preferable for shorter ranges. For example, Figure 7b shows L AREA for the fullyshielded parallel link (N=8, equal bit rate for the parallel and serial links, and the extrapolation beyond 65nm is speculative). The ratio of interconnect areas (practically the total link area) is expressed as follows (Eq. (10)):
Again, in fully shielded case where N≥8 it is clear from Eq. (19) that the serial link always consumes less interconnect area. 
1) Wave-Pipelined Parallel Link Power
The total link power comprises dynamic and standby power. The link utilization can be very low, typically less than 30%. Assuming that average data patterns would incur N/2 transitions per word, plus two clock transitions we obtain [49] :
where β is the ratio between the capacitances of wire segment and repeater (β≈1), C INV is minimal inverter capacitance and F PAR is the link clock frequency. When the clock is gated (neglecting the power of clock gating circuits) the standby power is the leakage power:
where I OFF is the off-current per device area [1] [53] and
PAR WP ACTIVE
A − is calculated according to Eq. (9).
2) Register-Pipelined Parallel Link Power
The dynamic power expression for the pipelined wire case is as follows (clock input capacitance of flip-flops is ignored ): 
In the register-pipelined case there is an additional leakage power component due to pipeline stage logic. Assuming again gatedclock and calculating
PAR RP ACTIVE
A − according to Eq. (12):
3) Serial Link Power
The serial link always incurs one transition per bit [4] . The dynamic power of the serial link is [49] 
The factor of two relates to the two shift-registers in the transmitter and in the receiver. C SR is a single shift-register capacitance and a SR is the activity factor, accounting also for toggling inside the shift-register (see details in [49] ). Leakage power is dissipated by the SERDES, line driver and repeaters (Eq. (16)):
4) Power Ratio Expressions
We look for the link length L POWER above which the serial link dissipates less power than the parallel link. To compare same bit rates, N=B SER /F PAR . For example, the dynamic power ratio of the wave-pipelined and the serial links (Eq. (20) and (24)) is (neglecting δ and χ as above) [49] :
Eq. (26) (18), and likewise the length threshold becomes smaller with the shrinking feature size (Figure 7c , extrapolated speculatively).
Relative Latency Overhead
As above, the inherent wire delay is
2 . We consider the additional latency incurred by the various links.
1) Wave-Pipelined Parallel Link
The relative latency overhead of wave-pipelined parallel link is
2) Register-pipelined Parallel Link For register-pipelined parallel link the overhead consists also of additional pipeline stage delays:
3) Serial Link
The serial link latency consists of the time preserved for serialization and the flight time over the channel (d INT ). Then, the overhead is the serialization time: N⋅d 4 . Delay uncertainty affects also the serial link resulting in skew in between the D and S lines. However, the delay uncertainty was found to be much smaller since in-die variations for two closely placed wires are much smaller than for a wider link. In addition, the number of repeaters was also smaller thanks to working in RLC region. Hence we neglect the delay uncertainty due to in-die variations. The coupling noise is also small in the serial structure. Since in the serial link there are no concurrent transitions, the same pattern is sent for each bit [30] , resulting always in the same delay over the channel. Special layout mitigates the crosstalk further enabling differential encoding over the channel [4] . In addition, since density restrictions are less strict for serial channels, wider spacing can be employed for further cross-talk mitigation. Hence, we assume that for a serial line the cross-coupling noise can also be neglected.
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS FOR 65nm
In this section we compare the area, power and latency of serial and parallel links that deliver bandwidth B SER , the bit rate of the serial link (Eq. (7)). Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the parallel link widths that are required to achieve that bit rate in wave-pipelined and register-pipelined parallel links respectively. Note that for ranges above 6mm, the unshielded wave-pipelined parallel link requires hundreds and thousands of lines in order to provide the required bit-rate. The same is true for registerpipelined links operating at low rates (clock cycle > 130⋅d 4 ). Wide links over 128 lines are impractical and are marked by dotted lines in the analysis. Note that fully shielded links which double the number of wires may be limited to 64 bit lines. Figure 10 and Figure 11 compare active area of the links. As expected there is a clear improvement in interconnect and total area requirement ( Figure 14 , Figure 15 , Figure 18 and Figure 19 ). The leakage power ratios are the same as active area ( Figure 10 and Figure 11 ), as expected from Eq. (21), (23) and (25) . The serial link dissipates less dynamic power than the fully-shielded wave-pipelined parallel link ( Figure 12 ) at ranges above 2mm, and the unshielded wave-pipeline link dissipates less power at shorter lengths. Similarly, the serial link dissipates less power than the pipelined wire link (Figure 13 ), except for the fully shielded, slow and very wide parallel link (which requires significant area).
Note that the dynamic power of the serial link consists of both channel power and the power dissipated by the SERDES registers. In all links, dynamic power is significantly higher than leakage, as is evident in Figure 16 and Figure 17 (one exception is the dotted segment in Figure 16 , where leakage is proportional to the impractically large area). This observation is independent of utilization levels. Latency overhead is presented in Figure 20 and Figure 21 . The serial link incurs higher latency than unshielded wave-pipelined parallel link due to long SERDES shift-registers. In Figure 21 , the register-pipelined links incur higher latencies at longer wires. Table 2 summarizes the decision thresholds and costs for serial link employment. In the table, we specify minimal ranges for which a serial link is preferred over parallel. In some cases, the serial link is never better and for the specified minimal length incurs some penalty, which is also specified in the table. When there is no penalty, but only an improvement, only the minimal length is specified. The table provides length thresholds above which we should prefer the serial link, depending on whether area, power or latency, or their combinations, are minimized.
CONCLUSIONS
Novel serial links outperform standard parallel links when long range communication is considered. This advantage scales with technology, making the serial links more attractive for shorter links in future technologies. Future large SoCs should employ serial links to mitigate the cost of communication in terms of area, congestion, power and latency. We have provided a detailed analysis of the serial link with an example for 65nm technology. In the example we compared the serial link versus two typical parallel links. 
